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Intensive and size-selective harvesting is an evolutionary driver1

of life-history as well as individual behavioral traits. Yet,2

whether and to what degree harvesting modifies the collective3

behavior of exploited species is largely unknown. We present4

a multi-generation harvest selection experiment with zebrafish5

(Danio rerio) as a model species to understand the effects of size-6

selective harvesting on shoaling behavior. The experimental sys-7

tem is based on a large-harvested (typical of most wild capture8

fisheries targeting larger size classes) and small-harvested (typi-9

cal of specialized fisheries and gape-limited predators targeting10

smaller size classes) selection lines. By combining high resolu-11

tion tracking of fish behavior with computational agent-based12

modeling we show that shoal cohesion changed in the direction13

expected by a trade-off between vigilance and the use of social14

cues. In particular, we document a decrease of vigilance in the15

small-harvested line, which was linked to an increase in the at-16

tention to social cues, favoring more cohesive shoals. Opposing17

outcomes were found for the large-harvested line, which formed18

less cohesive shoals. Using the agent-based model we outline19

possible consequences of changes is shoaling behavior for both20

fishing and natural mortality. The changes in shoaling induced21

by large size-selective harvesting may decrease fishing mortality,22

but increase mortality by natural predators. Our work suggests23

an insofar overlooked evolutionary mechanism by which size-24

selective harvesting can affect mortality and in turn population25

dynamics of exploited fish.26
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Introduction37

Size-selective mortality is an important evolutionary driver38

in fishes that typically suffer greater natural mortality in ju-39

venile than adult stages (1, 2). Human activities, specifi-40

cally capture fisheries, profoundly alter the natural mortality-41

based fitness landscape by increasing adult mortality to levels42

hardly ever experienced in the evolutionary history of most43

fish populations (3). Size-selective mortality imposed by44

fishing can foster adaptive responses in terms of life-history45

as well as physiological and behavioral traits (4–7). Fishing46

can also affect shoaling tendency and collective behavior of47

fish (8, 9), with potential consequences for population dy-48

namics and food-web functioning (10). However, the mech-49

anisms through which size-selective harvesting affects shoal-50

ing behavior are largely unexplored.51

Shoaling behavior has strong adaptive value in many fish52

species, reducing predation risk, increasing foraging effi-53

ciency, and reducing energetic costs (11–13). For example,54

a classic expectation is that fish increase shoal cohesion in55

the presence of predation risk because more cohesive, denser,56

and coordinated groups can more effectively confound preda-57

tors and consequently reduce their predation efficiency (14).58

Shoaling behavior is complex and can be simultaneously in-59

fluenced by several variables including predation risk (15),60

food availability (16), and light levels (17). In particular, the61

trade-off between vigilance (i.e. the frequency of environ-62

mental scans) and time spent feeding is a crucial aspect in63

determining shoaling behavior in fishes (15, 18). However,64

because coordinated movement demands attention to social65

cues, there is also a trade-off between shoaling and vigilance.66

For example, in three-spined sticklebacks, Gasterosteus ac-67

uleatus, more aligned individuals respond slower to an ex-68

ternal cue (19), and in herring, Clupea harengus, solitary69

individuals respond faster to an external cue than shoaling70

individuals (20). Therefore, an increase of vigilance could71

weaken social coordination and hence shoal cohesion. Vig-72

ilance can also be affected by group size (21–23) and so-73

cial behavior (e.g. territorial aggression; 24). Shoaling be-74
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havior is a key driver of catchability in fisheries (25), thus75

changes in shoaling will affect fisheries outcomes. Consid-76

ering that collective behavior has shown rapid evolution in77

response to artificial selection in guppies, Poecilia reticulata78

(26), size-selective harvesting could move the fitness land-79

scape of shoaling behavior away from natural optima (3).80

While a corresponding adaptation to the new fitness land-81

scape is likely to reduce exposure of fish to harvesting, it82

might constitute a novel pressure to exploited populations by83

increasing natural mortality.84

The collective mechanisms governing shoaling behavior in85

fish and other animals can be explained by simple interac-86

tion rules among individuals that are influenced by their re-87

spective neighbours (27–29). Major group-level behavioral88

transitions can be triggered by minor changes in social inter-89

actions at the individual level (30). Therefore, size-selective90

harvesting could affect shoaling behavior by changing indi-91

vidual behavioral traits that influence the interaction rules92

that drive group behavior. However, how shoal cohesion is93

influenced by the trade-off between vigilance and the use of94

social cues, or by directly responding to perceived risk, is to95

our knowledge largely unexplored in general and in response96

to size-selective harvesting more specifically. In this context,97

due to non-trivial connections between individual-level and98

group-level behavior, it is important to complement experi-99

mental data with agent-based models, to 1) identify emergent100

effects due to self-organized collective behavior not directly101

"encoded" in individual behavior (30–32) and 2) to investi-102

gate the consequences and mechanisms of individual-level103

adaptations on the dynamical behavior of the group (33).104

We take advantage of a long-term artificial selection experi-105

ment of zebrafish Danio rerio as a model shoaling species to106

understand the effects of size-selective harvesting on shoal-107

ing behavior and test potential consequences for natural and108

fishing mortality. Zebrafish is a small-bodied non-obligated109

schooling species (34). Research on the behaviour of ze-110

brafish in the wild suggests that zebrafish also regularly shoal111

in rivers and ponds (35, 36), but environmental conditions112

can affect such behavior. For example, zebrafish from slow-113

flowing rivers form smaller and less cohesive groups than ze-114

brafish from fast-flowing rivers, and predation risk is sug-115

gested to increase shoal cohesion both in the wild (36) and116

laboratory (37). Swimming in groups can also increase food117

exploitation in zebrafish, collectively emphasizing the adap-118

tive value that shoaling has for this species (38). In terms of119

swimming behavior, zebrafish exhibits a burst-coast swim-120

ming pattern that is characterized by an “active” and "pas-121

sive" mode (39); specifically, during the active mode ze-122

brafish are sensitive to the swimming patterns of conspecifics123

(39), and consequently to other stimuli related to perceived124

risk and vigilance. Overall, zebrafish is a suitable candidate125

model to test how size-selective harvesting evolutionary af-126

fect the trade-off between vigilance and social information127

and its relative impact on shoal cohesion.128

In our experimental system, artificial selection has been im-129

posed on wild-collected zebrafish populations (5), therefore130

the mechanisms investigated here could be relevant for wild131

shoaling fish populations exposed to intense directional se-132

lection. In particular, the experimental lines were subjected133

to five generations of opposing size-selective harvesting (5):134

large-harvested line (larger individuals harvested; a com-135

mon scenario in many fisheries worldwide and in presence136

of predators where large individuals are selectively preyed137

upon), small-harvested line (smaller individuals harvested; a138

possible scenarios in specific fisheries or in the presence of139

gape-limited predators that preferentially feed on the smaller140

size classes) and random harvested line (control). Previ-141

ous results revealed substantial changes in life history, body142

size, gene expression, allele frequencies as well as individual143

and group behavioral traits (5, 7, 40–44). In particular, the144

small-harvested zebrafish selection line increased boldness145

during feeding and after simulated predator attacks, while the146

large-harvested showed opposed but weaker effects on bold-147

ness compared to controls (7). These experimental findings148

largely agree with a recent theoretical model that predicted149

that large size-selective harvesting could either foster bold or150

shy fish, depending on the strength of size-selection and cor-151

relations of behavior and growth rate (6).152

We hypothesized that the evolutionary effect of size-selective153

harvesting on shoaling behavior is based on the trade-off be-154

tween vigilance and the use of social cues (12), where an155

increase of individual vigilance is linked to a decrease of at-156

tention to social cues with consequences in emerging shoal157

cohesion. We assumed that the increase of boldness in the158

small-harvested line is linked to a decrease of vigilance and159

consequently fosters an increase in shoal cohesion (vice versa160

for the large-harvested line). Furthermore, we used a com-161

putational modelling approach to disentangle the mechanis-162

tic process driving the possible differences in shoal cohesion163

among the selection lines (Fig. 1). Specifically, we present a164

novel burst-coast, agent-based model to link individual-level165

traits (e.g., vigilance modeled as burst rate using environmen-166

tal vs. social cues) to group-level emergent properties such as167

shoal cohesion (Fig. 1). We used high resolution tracking of168

individual fish within groups to calibrate and fit the model169

to experimental data. This allowed to asses at what extent170

the use of environmental vs. social cues drives changes in171

shoal cohesion (Fig. 1). Lastly, with the model representa-172

tions of the selection lines, we simulated shoaling behavior173

in the presence of a natural predator or fishing gear to ex-174

plore how size-selective harvesting could affect mortality in175

natural and fishing contexts (Fig. 1). In summary, our paper176

presents novel experimental data on the possible evolutionary177

effect of size-selective harvesting on shoaling behavior, the-178

ory and modelling to mechanistically explain the underlying179

processes driving the observed changes, and simulated con-180

sequences to predict possible effects on fishing and natural181

mortality.182

Methods183

A. Selection lines. Our study system consisted of wild-184

collected zebrafish from West Bengal in India (for more de-185

tails see 41, 45). The parental wild-collected population was186
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C Shoaling trial

Fig. 1. The integrative research framework used here is presented according to four major blocks. Experimental evolution in wild-collected zebrafish was used to test the
effect of size-selective harvesting on shoaling behavior (selection occurred during the first five generations and then stopped for eight additional generations; see methods).
Behavioral tracking of individual fish within shoals was performed to measure individual (e.g., speed) as well as group (e.g., shoal cohesion) variables among size-selective
harvesting treatments. Computational modelling was used to underpin the mechanisms governing changes in shoaling behavior. An agent-based model was calibrated
using the experimental results of behavioral tracking; next, we obtained an indirect measurement of vigilance using a model parameter fitting. Finally, the model was used to
simulate different scenarios with the goal to assess how changes in shoaling behavior in response to size-selective harvesting could affect natural and fishing mortality.

experimentally harvested over five generations (5) by expos-187

ing them to strong directional selection (a harvest rate of188

75 percent per-generation) for either small body size (large-189

harvested line) or large body size (small-harvested line). A190

third line was harvested randomly with respect to size and191

used as a control (random-harvested or control line). Each192

selection line was replicated twice, which adds up to six193

selection lines. After five generations the harvesting was194

stopped for eight further generations until F13 – a time when195

the present experimental trials took place. At F9 the large-196

harvested line evolved a smaller adult length and weight and197

higher relative fecundity compared to controls (5). By con-198

trast, the small-harvested line showed reduced reproductive199

investment and no change in adult length compared to the200

control line (5). Both size-selected lines matured smaller and201

at younger age than the control line (for more details see 5).202

These differences persisted until F13 (42, 43). Overall, the203

size-selective harvesting fostered changes in energy alloca-204

tion patterns, with the large-harvested line investing early and205

intensively into reproduction, and the small-harvested line in-206

vesting early but at low intensity into gonad production and207

more intensively in somatic growth.208

B. Experimental design. We randomly selected 6 groups209

of 8 juvenile zebrafish at 30 days post fertilization for each of210

the selection lines, which consisted of at about 450 zebrafish211

per selection line (N=12 groups per selection treatment). The212

36 groups were housed in three-liter rearing boxes in random213

order on shelves of the same holding system. Throughout214

the experiment zebrafish were fed ad libitum with dry food215

(TetraMin, Tetra), the water temperature was maintained at216

26±0.5 °C and photoperiod at 12:12 h light-darkness cycle217

(light on/off at 07:00 and 19:00, respectively). All trials were218

run between 09:00 and 14:00. We started the experimental219

trials two hours after light-on to avoid measuring mating be-220

havior that usually occurs in the first hours after light-on (46).221

The movement of the fish from the rearing boxes to the exper-222

imental tanks was conducted by gently pouring them together223

with the water from the stocking box. The experimental pro-224

tocols were approved by the Spanish National Committee and225

the Committee of the University of Murcia on Ethics and An-226

imal Welfare (CEEA-OH 491/2019).227

C. Shoaling trial. We performed the shoaling trials with the228

groups of 8 zebrafish at two time points (150 and 190 days229

post fertilization when all individuals were adults). Shoaling230

was measured in a white round arena (diameter of 49 cm)231

with 10 cm of water. The arena was placed on a table behind232

a white curtain to minimize disturbance to the fish during the233

experimental trials. We recorded behavior using a webcam234

(resolution: 1920 x 1080 pixels; frame rate: 30 frames per235

second) from about 1m above the arena. Zebrafish were in-236

troduced in the experimental arena and left undisturbed for237

25 min before starting the experimental trial. Video record-238

ing lasted 5 min and after that we measured the standard239

length of each fish on a petri dish with millimeter paper anes-240

thetizing the fish using a clove oil dilution in ethanol and wa-241

ter. First, in order to test repeatability of shoaling behavior,242

we analyzed the video recordings at both time points (150243

and 190 days post fertilization) with automated behavioral244

tracking (EthoVision XT 9, Noldus Information Technolo-245

gies Inc.; www.noldus.com). Then, in order to get individ-246

ual trajectories, we also analyzed the video recordings at 190247

days post fertilization with the idTracker software. The soft-248
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ware extracts specific characteristics of each individual and249

uses them to identify each fish without tagging (47).250

D. Data analysis. We first extract measures of mean inter-251

individual distance (i.e., the average distance of a given fish252

from all the other fish in the arena) from the output of the253

group tracking (150 and 190 days post fertilization), where254

we were not able to distinguish the individual fish within255

the shoal. Then, we characterized the output of individual256

tracking of shoaling behavior at 190 days post fertilization257

according to three group-level variables: inter-individual dis-258

tance, nearest-neighbor distance (i.e., the distance from a fo-259

cal fish to its closest neighbor averaged over all fish, NND),260

and polarization (i.e, the absolute value of the mean head-261

ing direction). We only considered the frames where all the262

shoal members were correctly detected (30 out of the 36 trials263

were used; N = 10 for each line treatment). We also calcu-264

lated individual-level variables such as speed and burst rate.265

In this case, the output of the behavioral tracking was filtered266

by excluding frames with a probability of correctly identi-267

fying an individual below 0.85. This increased the tracking268

quality, but reduced the number of trials used in the individ-269

ual analysis (18 out of the 36 trials were used; N = 6 for270

each line treatment). The modelling approach explained be-271

low focused on burst and coast phases, therefore individual272

identification was vital because properties of the burst phase,273

as its duration and rate, can be corrupted by tracking inaccu-274

racy. Assuming that the remaining inaccuracy was random,275

we used a moving average with a Gaussian kernel to correct276

it (Figs. S7, S6).277

E. Statistical approach for behavioral data. The mea-278

sures of mean inter-individual distance derived from the279

group behavioral tracking at 150 and 190 days post fertil-280

ization were transformed by finding the exponent (λ) which281

makes the values of the response variable as normally dis-282

tributed as possible with a simple power transformation.283

Next, we calculated the adjusted repeatability (i.e., after con-284

trolling for fixed effects of selection lines) according to Nak-285

agawa and Schielzeth (48). The replicates of the selection286

lines were used as additional random intercepts in the model.287

The results of the individual tracking at 190 days post fer-288

tilization were analyzed as follows. Group (inter-individual289

distance; nearest-neighbor distance, and polarization) and in-290

dividual (body size, speed and burst rate) measurements were291

(λ) transformed as reported above. Then, response variables292

were modelled using linear mixed effects models with selec-293

tion lines as fixed effect and selection line replicate as ran-294

dom intercepts. Likelihood ratio tests were used to assess the295

significant effect of selection lines as fixed effect (95 % con-296

fidence interval). Considering that zebrafish individual be-297

havior is correlated with size (49) and that the size-selective298

treatments modified the size at age of the selection lines (5), it299

is conceivable that individual size differences among the se-300

lection lines could have masked harvesting-induced changes301

in terms of individual behavior. We thus estimated the ef-302

fect of size (standard length) as a covariate against individual303

behavior. We implemented a second set of models with a304

Fig. 2. A scheme of the model parameter estimation that was used. The green rect-
angle represents the optimizer, which updates the model parameters. The update
runs until the error function, which compares experimental with simulated mea-
sures, is minimal (A). The round arena shows representative experimental (blue)
and simulation (orange) trajectories of an individual of the random harvested line
together with detected burst events (circles; B). The schematic model description
shows that at each burst an individual can follow with probability Psoc social cues
or with probability Penv = 1−Psoc environmental cues (C). The social response
of a focal individual to its neighbours depends on how far away they are, i.e. it is
repelled (r) from close, aligns its orientation (o) with intermediate and is attracted
(a) to neighbours at larger distances, i.e. these zones of behavioral response are
exclusive rings around each individual (C). The plots show velocity and acceleration
of representative experimental (D, F) and simulated (E, G) trajectories.

size-matched dataset. The response variables were modelled305

by using linear mixed models and implementing all possible306

models (i.e., four) with individual body length as covariate,307

selection lines as fixed effect and selection line replicate as308

random intercepts. Likelihood ratio tests were used to assess309

the significant effect of selection lines and body length (95310

% confidence interval). All statistical analysis were imple-311

mented using R 3.5.0 (https://www.R-project.org/).312

F. Shoaling model (burst and coast model). To unravel313

the mechanistic underpinning of our experimental results,314

we implemented a burst-coast-agent-based model (Fig. 2;315

Movie S1; Tab. 1). We built this model with the purpose to316

represent the experimental data and to assess at what extent317

the use of environmental vs. social cues drives changes in318

shoal cohesion (Fig. 1). Therefore, the model is not intended319

to represent evolutionary mechanisms, but rather to investi-320

gate the mechanisms driving the experimental results linking321

individual-level traits (e.g., swimming speed and burst rate322

using environmental vs. social cues) to group-level emergent323

properties such as shoal cohesion (Fig. 1). In order to do that,324
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F Shoaling model (burst and coast model)

value

symbol LH RH SH unit description

repulsion range rr 3.92 4.44 4.71 cm agents closer than rr repel each other
alignment range ro rr cm agents at a distance of rr ≤ r < ro align with each other
attraction range ra 15.84 18.45 19.5 cm agents at a distance of ro ≤ r < ra attract each other
burst force F 215.1 234.4 193 cm/s2 acceleration strength during bursts
prob. of social burst Psoc 0.5 0.71 0.74 1 probability to follow social cues during a burst event
burst duration tb 0.089 0.091 0.097 s duration of a burst
burst rate γ 5.7 6.3 4.7 1/s frequency of burst events per second
friction coefficient β 2.51 1/s deceleration strength due to friction (always active)

Table 1. Model parameter overview The blue colored parameters (burst force, probability of social burst) are estimated by fitting the NND and the mean individual speed
of the model simulation to the experimentally observed values. The other parameter could be estimated without explicitly simulating the model. The alignment range ro of
each selection line is identical to the corresponding repulsion range rr , i.e. there is no alignment zone. The friction coefficient is the same for all selection lines. The lines are
abbreviated by LH: large-harvested; RH: random-harvested and SH: small-harvested.

we reproduced the burst-coast swimming typical of zebrafish325

by a burst phase, initiated at a rate γ, in which a fish i accel-326

erates along a constant force (~Fi) for the duration of the burst327

(tb). If the fish does not burst, it coasts (i.e. its acceleration328

force is zero ~Fi = 0) by decelerating due to friction (friction329

coefficient β) and keeps its heading direction (ê‖,i). This be-330

havior corresponds to the changes in position ~ri and velocity331

~vi according to332

d~ri
dt

= ~vi , ~vi = vi(cosϕi,sinϕi)T = viê‖,i (1)333

dvi
dt

=−βvi+F‖,i,
dϕi
dt

= 1
vi
F⊥,i (2)334

335

with vi and ϕi being the fish speed and its heading direction,336

which are altered by the force components parallel F‖,i and337

perpendicular F⊥,i to the heading direction ê‖,i, respectively338

(50).339

We represented the trade-off between vigilance and the use of340

social cues in the following way. During each burst, the fish341

decides whether to react to social (i.e., other conspecifics) or342

random environmental cues with probability Psocial and 1−343

Psocial, respectively. The reaction strength F = |~F | is in both344

cases the same, only the force direction distinguishes them.345

The vigilance is the rate of bursts based on environmental346

information347

γenv = γ ·Penv = γ · (1−Psocial) . (3)348
349

The social force direction f̂soc is implemented according to350

a well-established three-zone model (30). A fish reacts by351

turning away to avoid collisions at short distances r < rr,352

by aligning at intermediate distances rr < r < ro, and by353

being attracted at large distances ro < r < ra (Fig. 2C). The354

direction of the alignment force of fish i is the sum of the355

velocity differences ~vji = ~vj −~vi to its nearest neighbors in356

the alignment zone.357

We assume interactions with the nearest neighbors (Voronoi358

tesselation 51). If multiple zones are occupied including359

the repulsion zone, alignment- or attraction neighbors are ig-360

nored. Otherwise, the force direction is the weighted average361

of the alignment- and attraction-direction. The weights are362

the number of neighbors in the respective zone.363

The environmental force direction f̂env is random if no threat364

is detected (see Sect. G for possible threats). This is mo-365

tivated by the fish misinterpreting non-controllable random366

perturbations (e.g. water reflections) as a threat and respond-367

ing to them accordingly.368

Additional parameters describing the repulsion force from369

the wall are avoided by a parameter free wall-avoidance370

mechanism ensuring that the fish avoids the wall while pur-371

suing its intended direction (Movie S2, see SI for details).372

An overview with a short description of all model parameters373

is given in Tab. 1.374

F.1. Parameter setting. For the model to resemble the experi-375

mental data (Fig. 2B, D-G) we directly measured the parame-376

ters if possible, or minimized the error of the simulations with377

respect to experimental data via an optimizer (Fig. 2A). Six378

of the eight parameters were inferred from experimental data379

without the need to explicitly run model-simulation (black380

colored parameters in Tab. 1). The remaining two (blue col-381

ored parameters in Tab. 1) were set by repeatedly simulating382

the model and reducing the error to the experimental values383

of the group structure (i.e. NND) and the individual dynamics384

(i.e. average individual speed), as described below (Fig. S2).385

We aimed at explaining the differences in NND between the386

selection lines. Because any of the eight parameters could387

contribute to the differences, we estimated each parameter388

for each selection line separately. However, the friction co-389

efficient is assumed to be the same for all lines because it390

was not behavior dependent and size effects were found to be391

negligible (see SI Sect. II. A).392

The simulation-free parameter estimation was possible for393

the friction coefficient β, burst-rate γ and -duration tb and for394

the range of each social zone (rr, ro, ra). We split individ-395

ual trajectories in burst and coast phases. A burst phase of a396

shoaling fish is characterized by an increase in its speed. The397

friction coefficient β is the deceleration during coast phases398

(Fig. S5). 〈tb〉 was the mean burst length and 〈γ〉 the mean399

number of burst events per time unit. However, they are dif-400

ferent from the model parameters tb and γ. Burst events401

can overlap each other and consequently reduce the measured402

burst rate and prolong its duration (Fig. S2D). By a simple403

binary time series generating model we took account for this404
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effect (See SI Sect. II. A).405

We set the range of each social zone by minimizing the an-406

gle (error) between the predicted and the experimentally ob-407

served direction after a burst (Fig. 2A, SI Sect. II. A). The408

predicted burst direction of a fish is the social force direction409

computed from its neighbors relative position and velocity410

(See SI Sect. II. A).411

A simulation-based parameter estimation was necessary412

for the burst force F and the probability to respond to so-413

cial cues Psoc. We minimized the squared differences (error)414

between the simulated and experimentally observed values415

of the nearest-neighbor distances and the average individual416

speeds. Both measures are emergent properties of the model417

which require its explicit simulation (Fig. 2A). The differ-418

ences were standardized by their experimental standard devi-419

ation (SI Sect.II. B). We restricted the search space by setting420

lower and upper bounds for the parameters(see SI Sect. II and421

Tab. S2). We did not minimize the error to the experimen-422

tal polarization because (i) it does not differ between selec-423

tion lines, (ii) the width of the orientation zone, mostly influ-424

encing the polarization, is already estimated from data, (iii)425

boundary effects could affect it (i.e., fish might be attracted426

to the wall but avoid it at close ranges, which could lead to427

a confounding alignment with the wall). For the minimiza-428

tion we applied the covariance matrix adaptation evolution429

strategy (CMA-ES; (52)), from the Python package pycma430

(53) which is a good choice for a multi-modal, noisy error-431

landscape.432

G. Predator and fishing simulations. We used the agent-433

based model representations of the three selection lines to in-434

vestigate whether the size-selective harvest could impact the435

ability of the shoals to evade a natural predator and differ-436

ent fishing gear. We simulated N = 30 shoaling fish in a437

box of size L = 100 cm with periodic boundary conditions.438

Three scenarios were considered: (i) natural predation - in-439

cluding the confusion effect (14) - by a single mobile preda-440

tor following the closest fish; (ii) fishing by a single agent441

without information about the position of the shoal (random442

search, similar to a fisher on a boat without an echo sounder);443

(iii) fishing by multiple aligned agents moving on a straight444

line towards the center of mass of the shoal (e.g., commercial445

trawling informed on the position of the shoal).446

In contrast to the simulation with only shoaling fish, now447

the environmental force direction f̂env is given by a direct448

avoidance force (repulsion) away from the simulated preda-449

tor/fishing agent, if it is detected. The detection probability is450

maximal up to the detection distance rf = 7 cm≈ 3BL, and451

it decays linearly until it equals zero at r = 35 cm≈ 14BL.452

All additional parameters for the three scenarios are ex-453

plained below (summarized in Tab. S3).454

G.1. Natural predator. The predator moves directly to the455

closest fish (Movie S3) with vnet = 20, 25, 30, 35 cm/s,456

which is larger than the average speed of shoaling fish (〈v〉 ≈457

15 cm/s) because predators are usually larger than prey and458

therefore can swim faster (54, 55). Most predators attack a459

specific fish and therefore need to focus on it before attack-460

ing. The so-called confusion effect (56), the disruption of the461

predator focus by a large number of individuals who are diffi-462

cult to distinguish by phenotype and movement, is believed to463

be one key benefit of group living (12). We model the proba-464

bility of a prey to be successfully captured if it is closer to the465

predator than rcapture = 5cm within a small time window466

[t, t+ δt] as467

psuccess,i(t,δt) = pconfuse(t) ·γaδt (4)468
469

Here γa = 1/s is a base predator attack rate and pconfuse(t)470

represents the confusion effect that modulates the attack rate.471

The confusion term decreases psuccess with increasing num-472

ber of perceived prey Nsensed in a sigmoidal fashion (see SI473

sect.I. D). Thereby,Nconf = 4 is the number of sensed shoal-474

ing fish at which pconfuse = 0.5 (56), and a fish is sensed if475

it is closer than rsense = 4rcapture.476

G.2. Fishing agents. Fishing agents always capture a shoal-477

ing fish if it is closer than rcapture = 5 cm. Fishing gears478

were simulated by varying the speed of the fishing agents479

(vnet = 7.5, 15, 22.5 cm/s).480

In the single fishing agent scenario (Movie S4), the agent per-481

forms a random search with constant speed vnet. Its angu-482

lar change is given by dϕ/dt = σ̂ϕξ(t) with ξ(t) as white483

noise. For different speed values the angular noise strength484

σ̂ϕ is adapted such that the persistence length is constant485

σ̂ϕ = σϕ
√
vnet, i.e. the change in angle after travelling a486

certain distance is independent of its velocity (see SI sect.I.487

E).488

In the multiple aligned fishing agents scenario (Movie S5),489

the agents (Nf = 50; red) are aligned on a line spanning L/4.490

After travelling for a distance L/2, the fishing agent array is491

recreated at a distance of L/4 away from the center of mass492

of the shoal and restarts its movement in its direction.493

Results494

A. Shoaling behavior. We found that mean inter-individual495

distance was repeatable across time (Radj = 0.51[0.21−496

0.79];p < 0.001; group tracking at 150-190 days post fer-497

tilization). The results of the individual tracking at 190 days498

post fertilization indicated a significant effect of the selec-499

tion lines on mean inter-individual distance, independently500

of measuring it in cm (χ2
(2) = 8.8; p < 0.05) or mean body501

length (χ2
(2) = 7.4; p < 0.05; Fig. 3A). By contrast, we502

found a trend of selection lines on mean nearest-neighbor503

distance when measuring it in cm (χ2
(2) = 5.3; p = 0.070;504

Fig. 3A), while it had a significant effect when measur-505

ing it in body length (χ2
(2) = 7.8; p < 0.05; Fig. 3A). In506

particular, the large- and small-harvested lines tend to form507

less and more cohesive shoals than controls, respectively508

(Fig. 3A). Moreover, we did not find a significant effect509

of selection lines on group polarization (χ2
(2) = 0.7; p =510

0.716; mean and standard deviation across selection lines:511

0.40 ± 0.06). We also found a negative correlation (Rc =512

−0.38; F(1,28) = 12.5; p < 0.01) between mean nearest-513
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B Fish body size and individual behavior in the shoal

neighbor distance and the previously documented group risk-514

taking behavior (Fig. 3B; note that in this study we used the515

same groups of fish previously used to test group risk-taking516

behavior (7), but tested at different days post fertilization).517

Furthermore, the inter-individual distance and the nearest-518

neighbor distance also showed a strong positive correlation519

(Rc = 0.88; F(1,28) = 207.2; p < 0.001), which means that520

the change in inter-individual distance was not related to a521

split of the main group into multiple subgroups.522

B. Fish body size and individual behavior in the shoal.523

As expected, the body size at age of the experimental fish var-524

ied significantly among the selection lines (χ2
(2) = 28.3; p <525

0.001; Fig. 3C). The individual burst rate within the shoal526

was significantly (χ2
(2) = 44.6; p < 0.001) different among527

selection lines. Specifically, the small-, but not the large-528

harvested line, bursted less frequently than controls (Fig.529

3D). Furthermore, the individual swimming speed was sig-530

nificantly (χ2
(2) = 47.8; p < 0.001) different among selec-531

tion lines. Again, the small-, but not the large-harvested line,532

showed a slower swimming speed than controls (Fig. 3E).533

Note that the burst rate showed a positive correlation with the534

swimming speed (R = 0.51; F(1,142) = 148.6; p < 0.001;535

Fig. 3F), which suggests that differences in burst rate was the536

main cause of variation in swimming speed.537

To control for possible confounding effects of body size, we538

composed a subsample of the dataset with size-matched in-539

dividuals without significant (χ2
(2) = 1.1; p = 0.592) differ-540

ences in body length among the lines (Fig. 3C). The above541

mentioned differences in speed and burst rate among the se-542

lection lines were still significant for both burst rate (χ2
(2) =543

34.1; p< 0.001; Fig. 3D) and speed (χ2
(2) = 32.6; p< 0.001;544

Fig. 3E) when the subsample of size-matched individuals545

was used in the analyses. Moreover, body size did not relate546

to burst rate (χ2
(2) = 0.03; p = 0.858) and swimming speed547

(χ2
(2) = 0.4; p= 0.519).548

C. Mechanistically linking micro-level interactions549

among individuals with macro-level collective out-550

comes. We allowed each parameter except of the friction551

coefficient to vary between the model representations of the552

selection lines (parameters summarized in Tab. 1). The se-553

lection lines were about equal in burst duration (tb) and the554

differences in burst rate (γ) corresponded qualitatively to the555

experimental equivalents (Fig. 3D). The range of the social556

zones (rr, ro, ra) differed in the same manner as the experi-557

mentally observed body lengths (Fig. 3C), i.e. the on aver-558

age smaller fish (LH line) have a shorter repulsion, orienta-559

tion and attraction zone and vice verse for the larger fish (SH560

line). The probability to follow environmental cues (Penv ,561

Fig. 4A) and the burst force (F , inset Fig. 4A) were set562

such that the model representations of nearest neighbor dis-563

tance (Fig. 4C) and mean individual speed (Fig. 4D) were as564

close as possible to the experimental data. Interestingly, the565

closely related vigilance (product of burst rate and Penv) was566

greater than control for the large-harvested line, and lower567

for the small-harvested line (Fig. 4B). The same qualitative568

Fig. 3. Group level results at 190 days post fertilization for mean nearest-neighbor
distance (in body length; A) and inter-individual distance (in body length; inset A)
together with the correlation between mean nearest-neighbor distance and previ-
ously documented group risk-taking behavior (i.e. time spent feeding at the surface
at 230-240 days post fertilization, B; see (7) for more details). Individual level re-
sults for body size (C), burst rate (D), and speed (expressed in body length per
second; E) as well as the correlation between burst rate and speed (F). The se-
lection lines are indicated by different colors (red=LH: large-harvested; black=RH:
random-harvested; blue=SH: small-harvested). Vertical lines with circles (C-E) refer
to the entire data set (N = 48), while lines with squares refer to the subsample of
size-matched individuals (N = LH: 24; RH: 36; SH: 40). The bold circle and square
represent the median and vertical lines represent the first (25th percentile) and third
(75th percentile) quartiles. Triangles and crosses (A) correspond to raw data of the
two different replicates.
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Fig. 4. Fitted model representation of the different selection lines. In order to resem-
ble the experimental observations the probability to follow environmental cues (A)
and the burst force (inset A) were set for each selection line. The vigilance γenv

is the product of Penv and the burst rate γ (B). The average nearest neighbor
distance (NND, C) and the average individual speed (D) are emergent properties
of the model and were used to quantify how well the parameters (Penv,γ) repro-
duce the experimental observations. Triangles represent the model parameters or
the simulation outcomes of the parameter set with the best match to the experi-
ment. Dashed lines (A, B) represent a parameter set of a different initialization, and
therefore show the robustness of the best matching parameter set (triangles). The
horizontal solid lines (C, D) represent the experimental values. Note that in contrast
to Fig. 3 units are in cm because the modelled agents have no body length. The
selection lines are indicated by different colors (red=LH: large-harvested; black=RH:
random-harvested; blue=SH: small-harvested).

differences were reported for group risk-taking behavior in569

a previous study, where behavior was measured at different570

days post fertilization ((7);, see also Fig. 3), thus results are571

robust. A possible mechanistic explanation for the observed572

differences in cohesion is that the bolder individuals of the573

small-harvested line were less vigilant, which causes them574

to respond less frequently to environmental cues, in contrast575

to social cues, which consequently increased their cohesion576

(vice versa for the large-harvested line). To substantiate this577

explanation we re-estimated the parameters F, Penv by en-578

forcing that all selection line shared the same Penv . Without579

the ability to differ in Penv , and thus in vigilance, the model580

representations were unable to reproduce the experimentally581

observed cohesion pattern (Fig. S12).582

D. Mortality rates in the predator and fishing contexts.583

The simulation results showed that if the natural predator584

moved slow, both size-selected lines had a higher mortality585

rate than controls (Fig. 5C). By contrast, when the preda-586

tor moved faster, the large-harvested line experienced higher587

mortality than the controls, while the small-harvested line did588

not showed major differences. In both fishing scenarios (Fig.589

5D, E), the large-harvested had a lower mortality rate than590

the control, and vice versa for the small-harvested line (Fig.591

5D, E). Note that when the confusion effect was turned off,592

the mortality rates observed in the natural predator scenar-593

ios were similar to those of the fishing scenarios (Fig. S3B).594

It suggests that the differences in group cohesion among the595

selection lines (Fig. 4C) influenced the mortality rate of the596

natural predator (i.e., the confusion effect is stronger in more597

cohesive shoals because individual fish are at lower risk in598

denser regions, which could be applied also to relative posi-599

tion within the shoal). The confusion effect as explanation600

is further supported by the average distance of the shoaling601

fish from the predator/fishing agent. The distance was greater602

than control in all the scenarios for the large harvested line,603

and vice versa for the small harvested line (Fig. S3 I-P).604

Thus, the fish shoals avoid the natural predator as well as605

they avoid the fishing agents but the predator is confused by606

the cohesive shoaling (for details see SI Sect. III).607

Discussion608

We showed that five generations of size-selective harvesting609

followed by eight generations during which harvesting halted610

left a legacy in terms of shoaling behavior. Shoal cohesion611

changed in the direction expected by the trade-off between612

vigilance and the use of social cues (12). In particular, using613

the agent-based model, we revealed a decrease of vigilance614

in the small-harvested line that was linked to an increase of615

attention to social cues, leading to more cohesive shoals (vice616

versa for the large-harvested line). We also explored possi-617

ble consequences for fishing and natural mortality. Specifi-618

cally, the shoaling behavioral changes induced by large size-619

selective harvesting (i.e., a typical selectivity pattern in many620

fisheries) may decrease mortality in fishing scenarios, but in-621

crease natural mortality.622

The results of the burst-coast, agent-based model linked bold-623

ness with shoal cohesion and provided a mechanistic expla-624

nation of harvesting-induced changes of shoaling behavior625

by assuming the existence of a trade-off between social and626

environmental information in collective motion (57). Our627

model is similar to previous work in terms of splitting the628

movement of shoaling fish into an active and passive phase629

(27, 39, 58). However, it provides a novel perspective about630

collective movements of fish shoals by linking risk percep-631

tion and movement decisions. In fact, most previous mod-632

els of collective behavior only accounted for social infor-633

mation (27, 30, 58–60), while our model explicitly imple-634

ments the trade-off between random environmental and so-635

cial cues. The previous simulation studies which considered636

similar mechanisms (e.g., when moving agents directly react637

to a non-conspecific cue as a predator (61, 62) or a food-638

patch (63)) allowed the moving agents permanent access to639

non-social information without any detriment to the percep-640

tion of social cues, i.e. without any attention trade-offs. In641

our model, the vigilance limits the general capacity to react642

to social cues and thus affects the individual behavior even in643

the absence of environmental cues. Another major difference644

to most existing models (27, 30, 60, 64) is that the individual645

speed is not a model parameter but emerges from the inter-646

play of rate, strength and duration of bursts with the tendency647

to follow environmental cues. Especially, accounting for the648

possibility of individual burst being triggered by either social649

or environmental cues adds a novel, yet ecologically relevant650
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D Mortality rates in the predator and fishing contexts

Fig. 5. Simulation snapshots are shown for the predator- and single-fishing-agent scenario (A) and for the multiple-fishing-agents scenario (B); with shoaling fish
in black and the predator and fishing agents in red. The mortality rate, i.e. prey captured or fished per time unit, was computed for a natural predator moving
with vnet = [20, 25, ,30, 35] cm/s (C); for a single fishing agent (D) and for multiple fishing agents distributed on a line (E). The fishing agents moved with
vnet = [7.5, 15, 22.5] cm/s indicated by rhombus, circle and triangle, respectively. The shoaling fish had a mean speed of about 〈v〉 ≈ 15 cm/s. The markers
(C, D, E) represent the relative mortality rates, i.e. the mortality rates were reduced by the mean and divided by the standard deviation of the random-harvested line. The
markers and error bars indicate the mean and standard deviation estimated from samples of 400 simulations of N = 30 shoaling fish in a box of size L = 100 cm with
periodic boundary conditions. The colors red, black and blue correspond to the large- (LH), random- (RH) and small-harvested (SH) selection line, respectively.

behavioral dimension to our agent-based model.651

Our integrative research approach focused on the impact of652

size-selective harvesting on individual fish behavior and con-653

sequently on the emergent collective behavior. We did not654

considered changes of instantaneous shoaling behavior medi-655

ated by a direct link between perceived risk and shoal cohe-656

sion (i.e., the higher the risk the more cohesive are the shoals;657

(37, 65)). In that context, an increase of boldness in the658

small-harvested line could have been linked to a decrease of659

perceived risk and consequently to a decrease of shoal cohe-660

sion. However, our experimental results showed the opposite661

pattern reinforcing the idea that size-selective harvesting can662

have an evolutionary impact on shoaling behavior mediated663

by a trade-off between vigilance and the use of social cues.664

The changes of shoal cohesion we documented may also be665

interpreted in light of a behavioral-mediated resource acqui-666

sition mechanism that affected size-at-harvest as trait under667

selection (7, 66). Zebrafish can attain a higher food con-668

sumption rate when they are in small groups than alone (38).669

Therefore, the large size-selective harvesting treatment could670

have removed individuals that fed in small groups because671

such behavior could have provided advantages in accessing672

food and hence increased size-at-harvest; this could have fos-673

tered the evolution of reduced shoal cohesion (and vice versa674

for the small size-selective harvesting). However, previous675

results on the selection lines showed that when assaying indi-676

vidual female sociability, the small-harvested line was found677

to be less social than control, while the large-harvested line678

was not found to differ from controls (42). Thus, we suggest679

that direct selection on sociability was not a major driver of680

the changes in shoal cohesion documented here.681

The simulations of natural predation and fishing revealed682

that the shoaling behavioral changes of the large-harvested683

line could affect both fishing and natural mortality. Specifi-684

cally, in our simulations the increase in vigilance of the large-685

harvested line decreased vulnerability of shoals under a mul-686

titude of simulated fishing scenarios considering single and687

multiple fishing agents moving at different speed. Fisheries-688

induced evolution of group behavioral traits (i.e. shoal cohe-689

sion) can have strong repercussions in many shoaling teleosts690

when attempting to reduce risk of natural predation (15). Our691

study suggests that intensive harvesting directed at the larger692

individuals of a population could shift the fitness optimum693

of shoaling behavior in the opposite direction of what nat-694

ural selection would favor. Evolution under anthropogenic695

selection has been demonstrated to occur within few genera-696

tions (3–5, 67–69), and could impede recovery of exploited697

population even after harvesting halted (70, 71). Here, we698

provide the first functional integration of individual vigilance699

into mechanisms governing group dynamics with respect to700

fisheries and natural predation.701

An alternative mechanism, recently proposed by Guerra et702

al. (9), is purely based on group size, which is expected to703

decrease in response to fishing harvesting and subsequently704

decrease fitness in response to natural predation. Therefore,705

it is plausible that fisheries-induced evolution affect multi-706

ple traits related to shoaling behavior that could vary depend-707

ing from the specific fishing gear used and the ecology of708

the exploited species (72). Our work proposes a new mecha-709

nism that could increase the natural mortality associated with710

fisheries-induced evolution and thereby negatively affect re-711

covery, even if harvesting halted.712

Previous studies have shown that fisheries-induced evolution713

of life histories can substantially increase natural mortality714

(73, 74). Elevated and size-selective harvesting promotes the715

evolution of a fast life-history, characterized by early matu-716

ration and small size, elevated reproductive investment and717

reduced post-maturation growth (75). Natural mortality de-718

creases with length in fishes (2); therefore a decrease in body719

size is linked to an increase in natural mortality. In addi-720

tion, an increase in reproductive investment is associated to721

an increase in natural mortality due to the cost of spawning722

(73, 76). Moreover, elevated and unselective fishing harvest-723

ing is expected to increase boldness, which in turn increases724

natural mortality (73). Previous experimental results using725

the zebrafish selection lines indicated that elevated mortal-726

ity in combination with large size-selective harvest decreased727

group risk-taking behavior (7), which agrees with recent the-728

oretical work (6). Yet, while decreased boldness might re-729

duce natural mortality, we propose that the decrease in shoal730

cohesion emerging from the evolution of vigilance can be a731

further mechanism by which natural mortality increases in732

a fisheries-induced evolution context where large individu-733

als are preferentially harvested. We therefore extended the734
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framework presented by Jørgensen and Holt (73) for unse-735

lective fisheries harvest revealing an insofar unknown mech-736

anism by which fisheries-induced evolution of individual be-737

havioral trait through size-selection may drive collective out-738

comes that may affect natural mortality in shoaling fishes.739

This is particularly important in an ecosystem context where740

trophic flow between predator and prey is controlled by a741

bottom-up mechanism mediated by prey behavior (77).742

The interpretation of our results has limitations. First, the743

selection lines were not exposed to predation pressure dur-744

ing the selection experiment. The evolutionary trajectory of745

shoaling behavior could have been dampened by the presence746

of predation pressure and could reduce the effects described747

here in particular for the large-harvested line. Second, shoal-748

ing behavior is inherently complex and other factors that were749

not considered here could play a major role. For example,750

time spent feeding could be traded-off with risk of predation751

(15, 16), or shoal cohesion could be directly affected by light752

levels (17). Most importantly, we cannot exclude that pre-753

senting a real predation risk during the shoaling trial could754

have changed our results. Such aspect is now under study755

in a follow up experiment with the zebrafish selection lines.756

More research that extends to other mechanisms or ecologi-757

cal conditions is warranted to test the robustness of our find-758

ings. Third, we measured the impact of size-selective mor-759

tality at the phenotypic level without providing genetic sup-760

port for evolution. However, previous analyses revealed that761

genetic changes have indeed taken place in the zebrafish se-762

lection lines (5), and we also demonstrated here that shoaling763

behavior was a repeatable trait, which suggests that it is po-764

tentially heritable. Despite such limitations and the fact that765

we focused on a model species that mainly shoals in small766

groups, our study expanded a recently published framework767

on the effects of fishing on obligate schooling fish (9). We768

used a non-obligated schooling species (34), which is a be-769

havior that may convey adaptive value in the wild (35, 36),770

and also showed a response to size-selective harvesting over771

multiple generations. This could render our results of a wider772

interest for fisheries where many important exploited species773

are non-obligated schooling species (78).774

Conclusions775

There is an ongoing debate on the role of fisheries-induced776

evolution on population dynamics (79–81). Our results sug-777

gest that fisheries-induced evolution of shoaling behavior778

could increase natural mortality and therefore could indi-779

rectly contribute to slow down recovery of exploited popu-780

lation in terms of population biomass. Our results provide an781

experimental baseline for understanding the impact of size-782

selective harvesting, as well as other similar patters where783

survival is strongly influenced by body size, on shoaling be-784

havior. We hope our study stimulates more research on the785

effects of fishing and other stressors on shoaling behavior and786

possible consequences for population dynamics and fisheries.787

Data and codes availability. Experimental data are available as supple-788

mentary material together with the R code used for statistical analysis. The789

code to run the burst and coast model with the fishing/predator scenarios790

is available at github (https://github.com/PaPeK/sde_burst_791

coast). The optimization was done with a python implementation of the792

CMA-ES (https://github.com/CMA-ES/pycma).793
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D Mortality rates in the predator and fishing contexts
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I Model description18

The burst-coast model intends to mimic the burst-coast swimming behavior of zebrafish (Danio rerio). We assume that a fish19

is accelerating only during the burst phase with a constant force of magnitude fb, while no forces are present during the coast20

phase implying a deceleration due to friction. The differential equations of motion defining current position ~ri and velocity ~vi21

of an agent i are:22

d~ri
dt

= ~vi (S1a)

d~vi
dt

=−β~vi+ ~Fi(t) (S1b)

with ~Fi(t) as a finite social or environmental force vector with |F (t)| > 0, for fish in the bursting phase. A fish decelerates
passively during the coasting phase, thus the force vector vanishes |~Fi| = 0. β is the friction coefficient. The velocity change
of Eq.(S1) can be split into the part parallel and perpendicular to the current velocity direction ~v = v[cos(ϕ),sin(ϕ)]:

d~v

dt
= dv

dt
~er +v~eϕ

dϕ

dt
(S2a)

dvi
dt

=−βvi+ ~Fi · êr (S2b)

dϕi
dt

= 1
v
~Fi · êϕ . (S2c)

Note that the v−1 dependence of the turning rate (Eq. S2c) follows directly from Eq. S1b via a coordinate transformation (50).23

In addition it has been verified by experimental tracking data (Fig. S4).24

The burst behavior is defined by the burst rate γ, the burst duration tb and the burst force ~F . In particular the burst force ~F25

governs whether the fish uses social or environmental cues. The fish decides at the start of a burst with a probability Psocial26

whether to react socially to other fish or, with probability 1−Psocial, to environmental cues.27

The resulting burst force ~F is

~F =
{
F f̂soc, if p < Psoc with p∼ U(0,1)
F f̂env, otherwise

(S3)

with F as the magnitude of the burst force and f̂env , f̂soc as the unit vectors in direction of the environmental or social cue.28
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I. A. Social forces. The social force is motivated by a three zone model (30) consisting of a repulsion zone vanishing at a
distance rr, followed by the alignment zone vanishing at ro, and the attraction zone vanishing at ra. Thus, rr < ro < ra. The
direction of the social forces is computed by

f̂i,rep =N

 ∑
j∈Si,r

−r̂ji

 (S4a)

f̂i,alg =N

 ∑
j∈Si,o

~vji

 (S4b)

f̂i,att =N

 ∑
j∈Si,a

r̂ji

 (S4c)

with x̂= ~x/|x| defining a unit vector, ~xji = ~xj−~xi as the difference between the vectors of fish j and i, Si,x is the set of indices29

of fish in zone x of fish i, and N (~x) = x̂ is a normalization operator. We assume Voronoi interactions because they provide a30

reasonable approximation of visual networks (51) and can be efficiently computed. Therefore, the sets Si,x with x ∈ [r,o,a] are31

composed only of Voronoi neighbors of fish i. Note that the alignment force is the sum of the velocity difference vectors ~vji.32

Thus, the focal fish i experiences the strongest alignment with neighbours whose velocity vectors differ the most from its own.33

If neighbors of fish i occupy different zones simultaneously the following rules apply:34

• if Sr 6= ∅: f̂soc = f̂r (repulsion dominated)35

• if Sr = ∅ and So 6= ∅ and Sa 6= ∅: f̂soc =N (|Sa|f̂a+ |So|f̂o) (weighted average)36

I. B. Environmental force. In the absence of a predator the environmental force is modelled as a random force vector. This
models the sensitivity of individual fish to environmental noise (e.g. water reflections, water perturbations, sounds), inducing
false-positive escape responses. In the presence of a threatening agent the environmental force is modelled as a simple repulsion
of the shoaling fish from the simulated predator or fishing agents

f̂env =
{

[cos(ϕ),sin(ϕ)] with ϕ∼ U(−Π,Π) no predator present, Si,p = ∅
N
(∑

p∈Si,p
−r̂pi

)
otherwise

(S5)

with U(a,b) being a uniform distribution with a and b as lower and upper bounds, and Si,p being the set of predator or fishing
agents detected by a shoaling fish i. A predator or fishing agent is detected by a shoaling fish with probability

Pdetect = 2
1 + rpi/rf

(S6)

which equals one at rpi = rf . If Pdetect > 1 it is set to 1. rf is the detection distance which was for all simulations rf = 7 cm.37

This value is reasonable because fish should be able to detect a predator when they are likely to be captured rf ≥ rcapture =38

5 cm but the distance should also be close to rcapture, otherwise fish would respond too often to non-dangerous cues and39

because the visibility in water decays with distance. The randomness is a consequence of the assumption that shoaling fish40

misinterpret reflections on the water surface as threats since there were no "real" threats in the experiment.41

I. C. Wall-avoidance mechanism. We attempt to design the model as close to the experimental setting as possible and42

therefore use a circular boundary. The introduction of parameters describing the repulsion force from the wall was avoided by43

the fish following a parameter free wall-avoidance mechanism. It is based on predicting before each burst the future position44

~r(t1) of the shoaling fish at the next burst (at ttnb which stands for “time to next burst”) plus some extra time (at time45

t1 = ttnb+ tb). The extra time tb is necessary because the agent can not prevent collision with the finite burst force, if it is at the46

next burst inside the tank but directly at, or very close to the wall. The length of the extra time is set to the burst time tb, because47

if the agent coasts (i.e. uses no force) and does not collide with the wall, any burst force is sufficient to prevent collision if the48

agents bursts instead. If the predicted position ~r(t1) is outside of the tank, the force direction is adapted until ~r(t1) is inside the49

tank. Thereby is the smallest possible change in force direction used. This ensures that the shoaling fish avoids the wall while50

pursuing its intended direction.51

To predict the future position ~r(t1) with t1 = ttnb+ tb the solution of the coupled differential Eq. S1 for ~v(t) and ~r(t) are used.
Since the x and y components of ~v(t) and ~r(t) are not coupled with each other, the solutions are computed for each component
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I. D Capture probability of a single fish by a natural predator

separately:

v(t) = (v0−F/β)e−βt+F/β (S7a)

r(t) = 1
β

(v0−
F

β
)(1−e−βt) + F t

β
(S7b)

where we omitted the index rx or ry for the terms r, F, v0 and v for simplicity. The solutions above assume a constant force52

F . Therefore, first, the position and velocity after the burst are predicted and then, second, the position after the coast.53

I. D. Capture probability of a single fish by a natural predator. If a shoaling fish is closer to the predator than rcapture
its probability to be successfully captured within a small time window [t, t+ δt] is

psuccess(t,δt) = pconfuse(t) ·γaδt. (S8)

Here γa is the predator attack rate, and pconfuse(t) represents the confusion effect that modulates the attack rate. The attack rate
used in the simulations is γa = 1/s. The confusion term depends on the spatial configuration of shoaling fish around the predator
and decreases psuccess the more individuals are sensed (14). A shoaling fish is sensed if it is closer than rsense = 4 · rcapture.
We assume that it modulates the successful capture probability in a sigmoidal way depending on the number of sensed shoaling
fish Nsensed:

pconfuse =
tanh(−(Nsensed−Nconf )) + 1

2 . (S9)

Here Nconf = 4 is the number of sensed shoaling fish at which pconfuse = 0.5.54

I. E. Random movement of angling agent with constant persistence length. The individual fishing agents perform
stochastic movement, with a fixed persistent length independent on their speed. The evolution of the heading angle is given by

dϕ

dt
= σ̂ϕξ(t). (S10)

ξ(t) ∝ N(0,1) is Gaussian white noise with zero mean and variance of one. σ̂ = σ̂(vnet) is the angular noise strength whose55

exact form and dependence is derived below.56

Keeping the persistence length constant is equivalent with keeping the variance in angle constant after the individual fishing
agent travelled a path of length = l. The time needed to travel this path-length is tl = l/vf and the variance in angle after
travelling the path is

V ar(ϕ)(l,vnet) = 〈ϕ(l,vnet)2〉 (S11a)

= 〈
(∫ tl

0
σ̂ϕξ(t)dt

)2

〉= σ̂2
ϕ

∫ tl

0

∫ tl

0
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉dtdt′ (S11b)

= σ̂2
ϕ

∫ tl

0

∫ tl

0
δt,t′dtdt

′ = σ̂2
ϕ

∫ tl

0
dt (S11c)

= σ̂2
ϕtl = σ̂2

ϕ
l

vnet
. (S11d)

Here, we used uncorrelated Gaussian white noise, i.e. 〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = δt,t′ , with δt,t′ as the Kronecker-delta. If we set σ̂ϕ =
σϕ ·
√
vnet, the variance in angle after travelling a path of length l is independent of the speed:

V ar(ϕ)(l) = σ̂2
ϕ

l

vnet
(S12a)

= σ2
ϕ · l. (S12b)

II Parameter setting57

The model has in total eight parameter, from which six can be directly estimated from experimental measures without the58

need to simulate the model. The remaining two parameters can not be directly accessed from data and were estimated by59

an optimization. The optimization minimized the sum of squared differences between model emergent properties and their60

experimental measured values. For an overview of all model-parameters and how they are set see Fig. S2A. First, section II.61

A explains the simulation-free parameter estimation from experimental measures in detail. Second, section II. B explains the62

optimization of the remaining parameters by comparing model emergent measures. All model parameters are summarized in63

Tab. 1.64
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II. A. Simulation-free parameter estimation. In the model (see section I) an agent can be either in the burst or coast phase,65

thus we decompose individual trajectories into these phases. Burst and coast phases are characterized by an increase and66

decrease in the speed of the shoaling fish, respectively. In the coast phase the only parameter which defines change in velocity67

is the friction coefficient β (Eq. S2). Thus, we estimated β = 2.51 by the slope of the linear regression between the individual68

speed and the average deceleration during coast-phases as shown in Fig. S5. Because the friction force is by definition zero69

at zero velocity we fixed the interception point to zero and therefore found effectively the least-square solution of the linear70

equation dv
dt = −bv. We assumed the same friction coefficient β for the model representations of all selection lines because it71

is reasonable to assume that friction properties will primarily depend on the cross-section of the fish perpendicular to its their72

moving direction. The size differences between selection lines could in principle change the friction (larger individuals have73

a larger cross section and therefore a larger friction coefficient), but the differences probably negligible. Note, that we also74

assume the same mass for all selection lines and therefore could different average masses also influence the effective friction75

(which is strictly the friction divided by the assumed mass). Second, even if they are not negligible or differ in mass, a lower76

friction coefficient does impact the speed in the model as does the burst-force. Thus, by allowing the burst force to vary between77

selection lines we effectively take account for differences in the friction coefficient.78

The average burst duration 〈tb〉 and rate 〈γ〉 were estimated by the mean length and frequency of burst periods. For the79

large-, random- and small-harvested line the burst duration was 〈tb〉 = [0.117,0.123,0.123]s and the burst rate was 〈γ〉 =80

[0.35,0.44,0.38], respectively. In the model a new burst period can start during an already ongoing burst and therefore prolong81

the measured burst duration and decrease the rate, as illustrated in Fig. S2D. In consequence, the average estimated burst82

duration and rate are different from the model-parameters tb and γ. We approximated them by creating a binary time series83

in which at each time-step dt a burst-event happens with probability γ ·dt which raises the acceleration from zero to F for a84

duration of tb. We simulated this process, computed the average values 〉tb〈N , 〉γ〈N (as seen in Fig. S2D) and selected the γ85

and tb which minimized the summed square differences to the experimental observed averages for each harvested line. In Fig.86

S1 the squared differences are shown. The resulting parameters are reported in Tab. 1.87

The burst force F in heading direction fb,s can be estimated by adding to the change in speed dv
dt the friction coefficient times

the current velocity β ·v. This results in the mean burst force in heading direction fb,s = 95cm/s2. However, from Eq. S2 it is
clear that the total magnitude of the burst force is defined as

fb =
√
f2
b,s+f2

b,ϕ (S13)

with fb,ϕ = dϕ
dt · v (from Eq. S2c). Note, that we are using fb instead of the symbol for the model parameter F because we88

expect F to be larger than fb since the latter is estimated from forces only during the burst-phase. However, the turning force89

often started prior to the acceleration in velocity direction and reached its maximum at the start of the burst (Fig. S6C, D). This90

suggests that the actual force F needed to mimic the characteristic zigzag-like swimming of zebrafish is larger than fb. For the91

different selection lines we estimated 〈fb,LH〉= 121.2cm/s2, 〈fb,RH〉= 135.2cm/s2, 〈fb,SH〉= 102.3cm/s2. Thus, instead92

of setting F = fb we used its largest mean to set the boundaries of the search-space for F in the optimizer.93

The ranges of the social-interactions zones (rr, ro, ra) are set to minimize the angle between the predicted and the actual94

direction after a burst (see Fig.S2C). The computation of the predicted direction is based on the relative positions of neighbors95

of the focal, bursting fish at the start of the burst. From this neighbor constellation the direction of the social force is computed96

with Eq.S4a. This is done for each burst-event in which the bursting fish was at least three body length away from the tank97

wall. How well a given choice of interaction zone ranges explains the data was estimated by the mean angle difference between98

its predicted and the actual direction after the burst. To find the parameter-choice for rr, ro and ra which minimizes this angle99

difference we, first, ran two different optimizer (dual-annealing: python/scipy implementation of (82), differential-evolution:100

python/scipy implementation of (83)) which gave for each selection line similar parameters. For all selection lines the width of101

the orientation zone was below 2 millimeters which suggests that the best solution favors no alignment at all. To verify this we102

did two-dimensional parameter scans around the optimal parameter setting (see Fig.S10). For the scan in which the repulsion103

rr and orientation range ro are varied, the angular difference is lowest if ro = rr, i.e. for a two-zone model without orientation104

zone( Fig.S10B, E, H). Consequently we set the ro = rr and did a parameter-scan (Fig.S11) around the optima of the selection105

lines. From this scan we extracted the ranges reported in Tab.1. Interestingly, the ranges of the large-harvested line are smaller106

than the ones of the random-harvested line, which again are smaller than the ones of the small-harvested line. Therefore, the107

ranges can be interpreted to represent body-length differences between the selection lines.108

II. B. Parameter setting by fitting emergent variables. To fit the model to the data we applied the CMA-ES (Covariance
Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy) (52, 53). This optimizer is a good choice if the fitness landscape is multi-modal, the
search space dimension is between 4 and 100 and no gradient is known. The optimizer minimizes the error function

E(PLH ,PRH ,PSH) = Err(PLH) +Err(PRH) +Err(PSH)
3 (S14)
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II. B Parameter setting by fitting emergent variables

with PSL as the set of parameter of a selection line (SL) needed to run a simulation. Eq. S14 averages over the selection line
errors. The error of a specific selection lines compares the measured nearest neighbour distance NND and average individual
speed v to the experimental data by computing the sum of the squared differences standardized by their experimental standard
deviation:

Err(PSL) =
(
〈NND〉SL−〈NND〉M,SL

σNND, SL

)2
+
(

(〈v〉SL−〈v〉M,SL

σv,SL

)2
. (S15)

Here the index M in 〈x〉M,SL marks that the measure of x is based on model simulations. 〈x〉SL and σx,SL are the experimental109

mean and standard deviation of the measure x. SL specifies the selection line. The experimental means of NND and v used for110

the error function are listed in Tab. S2.111

At each generation the parameter sets are updated by the CMA-ES method. Note that the parameter sets differ in burst-112

duration, -rate, repulsion-, attraction-range and probability to respond to social cues in between the selection lines. Only the113

burst force F and the probability to respond to social cues need to be set. Consequently, the search-space is 6-dimensional114

(Psoc,LH , Psoc,RH , Psoc,SH ,FLH , FRH , FSH ) as highlighted in Tab. 1.115

We limited the search-space of the algorithm for the three different parameters by setting boundaries which are listed in Tab.116

S2. For the probability to follow social cues we ensured a minimum attention to social and environmental cues by setting the117

boundaries 0.05 above and below the theoretical possible boundaries of zero and 1. We expect the burst force to be larger118

than the experimentally estimated measure. Therefore, it’s boundaries are half and twice the mean burst force of the random119

harvested line, estimated in section II. A.120

To ensure that the resulting minimum is not a local minimum, we repeated the optimization from different initial parameter121

settings. The initial parameter were selected from a two-dimensional grid with 2 grid-points and therefore 22 = 4 different initial122

parameter settings. Note that the actual search-space is 6-dimensional and by setting Psoc and F for the different selection line123

initially equal we reduce the number of initial settings from 26 = 64 to 4.124

An example optimization run over 400 generations is shown in Fig. S8. The optimization outcomes of the 4 different initial-125

ization are shown sorted by their final error according to Eq. S14 in Fig. S9.126

III Mean distance of shoaling fish to fishing agents127

Here we computed the mean distance the shoaling fish kept from fishing agents. This measure is an alternative to the mortality
rate used in the main text, to quantify how well the shoaling fish avoid capture:

〈
dif
〉

= 1
N

N∑
i=1

min
f∈Sf

dif (S16)

with dif = |~rif | as the distance between shoaling fish i and a fishing agent f . The minimum function yields the distance to the128

closest fishing agent. In Fig. S3I, J, K, L show the relative and M, N, O, P the absolute distance to the predator. The distance129

measured substantiated the already reported results for the mortality rate. Note that in the natural-predator scenario (I, M) the130

differences between selection lines is qualitatively equivalent to the other scenarios in contrast to the scenario comparison with131

the mortality rate(A, E). This is due to (i) the confusion effect, the main difference between the natural predator and the other132

fishing agents, which reduces the mortality rate for more cohesive shoals (RH and SH line) but does not affect the distance and133

(ii) the fast individual speed of the RH line, which enables the currently pursued fish to better escape but has no effect on how134

the other shoaling agents detect and avoid the predator. Note that the natural predator moves at constant speed and is therefore135

only on average faster than the shoaling fish.136

IV Movies137

Movie-S1.avi. Eight individuals are simulated in a circular area with fitted social interaction. The parameters were the ones138

estimated for the random harvested line listed in Tab. 1.139

Movie-S2.avi. This movie shows simulations in the circular area with parameters adjusted such that only the wall avoidance140

mechanism changes the path of the shoaling fish. The parameters are the ones estimated for the random harvested line listed141

in Tab. 1 apart for the repulsion, alignment and attraction range and probability to follow social cues Psoc. Those parameters142

were set such that the agents always responded to social information Psoc = 1, but never had any neighbors due to short ranges143

rr = ro = ra = 0.001cm. Thus, the agents effectively swim always straight until they come in conflict with the wall. Then the144

wall avoidance mechanism started.145
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Movie-S3.avi. Thirty agents simulated in a rectangle of length L = 100cm with periodic boundary conditions in the predator146

scenario. The parameters were the ones estimated for the random harvested line listed in Tab. 1 and additional fishing/predator147

scenario parameters listed in Tab. S3. Note that the predator, in red, moves with a speed of vp = 20cm/s and therefore faster148

as the average velocity of shoaling fish. However, it moves directly to the closest prey and therefore covers the prey until it get149

killed. Due to the confusion effect the killing probability was lowered and it happens that the predator stays for a notable time150

above the targeted fish.151

Movie-S4.avi. Thirty agents simulated in a rectangle of length L = 100cm with periodic boundary conditions in the angler152

scenario. The parameters were the ones estimated for the random harvested line listed in Tab. 1 and additional fishing/predator153

scenario parameters listed in Tab. S3.154

Movie-S5.avi. Thirty agents simulated in a rectangle of length L = 100cm with periodic boundary conditions in the trawling155

scenario. The parameters were the ones estimated for the random harvested line listed in Tab. 1 and additional fishing/predator156

scenario parameters listed in Tab. S3.157
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II. B Parameter setting by fitting emergent variables

Fig. S1. Model parameter estimation of burst duration tb and burst rate γ (parameters of an acceleration-time-series generating model). The acceleration-based-average is
reported for burst rate 〈γ〉 (A-D) and burst duration (E-H) 〈tb〉. The normalized squared difference between the averaged values of the simulation 〈x〉 and the experiment
〈x〉exp are shown for large-harvested line (LH; A, E), random-harvested line (RH; B, F) and small-harvested line (SH;C, G). The normalization was done by dividing the
squared differences by the experimental variance of the burst rate (A-C) or of the burst duration (E-G). The average values of the simulation are shown in (D, H).
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Fig. S2. Summary of model parameter setting from data. A: rela-
tions between trajectory data based measurements and model pa-
rameters. All light green boxes/circles represent optimizer which
minimize an error-function by adjusting the model parameters. The
model parameter setting is indicated by green arrows. The central
green circle marked with an "X" represents the optimizer which de-
duces the burst force parameter. However, since our estimation of
the burst force F is likely to be too low (as explained in SI Sect. II.
A) and therefore is estimated by the optimizer which compares NND
and speed, we omit an illustrative explanation of its dependence.
B: model scheme of burst decisions. An individual can follow with
probability Psoc social cues (i.e. behaves according to a three-zone
model: r=repulsion-, o=orientation-, a=attraction-zone) or with prob-
ability Penv = 1−Psoc environmental cues. C: sketch of how the
range of repulsion rr , orientation ro, and attraction ra are set by min-
imizing the angle difference α between the model-predicted force di-
rection f̂soc and the actual heading direction after a burst. D: setting
of the burst rate γ and duration tb. The difference between the aver-
ages based on data (〈γ〉, 〈tb〉 blue box) and on model-simulations
(〈γ〉M , 〈tb〉M orange box) is minimized.
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II. B Parameter setting by fitting emergent variables

Fig. S3. The relative (A-D) and normal (E-H) mean mortality rate γexp and the relative (I-L) and normal (M-P) mean distance to the closest fishing agent dif are shown
for different scenarios. The relative measures were computed by reducing the selection line means by the mean and dividing them by the standard deviation of the random-
harvested line. In the "natural predator" scenario a predator pursues the closest shoaling fish with different speeds vnet = [20, 25, 30, 35] cm/s but its capture success is
reduced the more prey it senses, i.e. by the confusion effect (1st column, A, E, I, M). The "natural predator without confusion" scenario is the same but without the confusion
effect (2nd column, B, F, J, N). In the "single fisher" scenario an uninformed single fisher moves randomly and captures shoaling agents at encounter (3rd column, C, G, K,
O). In the "multiple fishing agent" scenario fishing agents moveNf = 50 fishing agent on a rigid line towards the center of mass of the fish shoal (4th column, D, H, L, P). The
speed of the fishing agents in the "single fisher" and "mutliple fishing agent" scenarios was vnet = [7.5, 15, 22.5] cm/s indicated by rhombus, circle, triangle, respectively.
In all simulations N = 30 shoaling fish moved in a box of size L = 100 cm with periodic boundary conditions. Their mean individual speed was about 〈v〉 ≈ 15 cm/s.
The symbols and error bars represent the mean and standard deviation computed from samples of 400 simulations.
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optimization optimization
parameter symbol boundaries unit
burst force F [67.6, 270.4] cm/s2

( = [〈fb〉RH/2, 2〈fb〉RH )
prob. of social burst Psoc [0.05, 0.95] 1

error function experimental
defining measures symbol mean and STD unit

LH: 15±2.8
individual speed v RH: 17±2.5 cm/s

SH: 13.2±2.7
LH: 6.4±1

nearest neighbor dist. NND RH: 5.8±1.1 cm
SH: 5.6±0.9

Table S2. The upper part of the table lists the upper and lower boundaries in which the optimizer searched for the minimum of the error function Eq. S14. The lower and
upper boundary of the burst force F are given by half and twice the mean of the experimental estimated burst force 〈fb〉RH of the RH line. The lower part of the table lists
the measures defining the error function Eq. S14 which is minimized by the optimizer.

scenario scenario
related parameter symbol value relevance unit

flee rangea rf 7 all cm
fishers/predators capture range rcapture 5 all cm

predators sensing range rsense 4rcapture = 20 natural pred. cm
confusion number Nconf 4 natural pred. 1

attack rate γa 1 natural pred. 1/s
angular noise strength σϕ 0.2 single fisher 1/s1/2

Table S3. Parameters used to simulate interaction of fish with predator/fisher in different scenarios. The column "scenario relevance" specifies for which scenario the
parameter is needed. a: Note that the flee range influences the probability of a prey detecting a predator/fisher (Eq. S6) which is 0.5 at a distance of 21cm given rf = 7cm.
Therefore, the range of the prey to detect a predator is comparable to the predators sensing range.

Fig. S4. Angular change dϕ/dt depending on the velocity v. The blue dots (A, B) represent the mean values while orange dots (B) the maximum observed value for the
binned data. The lines are not fitted to the data but serve as an comparison to the inverse proportionality. The blue line is f(v) = 6/v and the orange line is f(v) = 530/v.
The resemblance of the data to the lines supports the model assumption in Eq. (S2c).
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II. B Parameter setting by fitting emergent variables

Fig. S5. Estimation of friction coefficient from experimental data. Dots represent mean of bins with varying width such that each bin contains an equal amount of data. Black
line shows linear fit with the interception at zero and the negative friction coefficient as slope−β =−2.51.
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Fig. S6. Example smoothed trajectory of a swimming zebrafish generated from ID-Tracker data (A). The large circle represents tank-boundary. For this trajectory the speed
(B), acceleration along (C) and perpendicular (D) to heading direction are shown computed from the raw (orange) and smoothed (blue) trajectory. The black circles (A) and
vertical black lines (B, C, D) indicate burst events which are are the onsets of a positive acceleration period of the smoothed data (C). For the smoothening a moving window
average with gaussian kernel was used. The kernel width σsmoo = 1.13fms was estimated by comparing manual counts of burst events with automatically detected (see
Fig. S7).
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II. B Parameter setting by fitting emergent variables

Fig. S7. Number of burst events of a randomly selected trajectory spanning 2000 frames. The horizontal black line marks the number of manually counted burst events. Blue
dots mark automatic counts of burst events on a smoothed trajectory using a moving window with a Gaussian kernel of varying standard deviation σsmoo. The vertical black
line indicates the standard deviation σsmoo = 1.13 fms where the number of automatically detected bursts equals the manually counted one in an interval of 2000 frames.

Fig. S8. Example of optimization run with the parameters which result in the lowest error in the current generation (A) and the corresponding error (B). The parameters are
normalized according to their respective lower and upper boundary (see Tab. S2) which are marked on the y-axis with L and U (A). Different colors and linestyles mark the
probability to respond to social cues Psoc of the large (solid blue), random (dashed orange) and small (dotted green) harvested line and the burst forces F of the large (dash
dotted red), random (dashed violet) and small (dotted brown) harvested line.
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Fig. S9. Initial and final parameters (A-F) together with final error (G) according to Eq. S14 for the 4 different initialized optimization runs. The initialization are sorted such
that the one with the best outcome, i.e. with the smallest error, is first. Colors mark specific initialization ID and are consistent across subfigures. The circles (A-E) mark the
final parameter while the other end of the line marks the initial setting.
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II. B Parameter setting by fitting emergent variables

Fig. S10. Angle difference between predicted and actual direction after burst is color-coded. The difference is analyzed around the optimal values of the repulsion, orientation
and attraction ranges. The line-plots above the color-plots show the remaining range which was kept constant if possible but needed to be in- or decreased to ensure the
inequality rr < ro < ra. In the first (A, B, C), second (D, E, F) and third (G, H, I) row is data used from burst-constellations of the small-, random- and large-harvested
selection line, respectively. We varied the repulsion and attraction range in the first column (A, D, G), the orientation and attraction range in the second (B, E, H) and the
repulsion and orientation range in the third column (C, F, I).
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Fig. S11. Angle difference between predicted and actual direction after burst is color-coded (D-F) or its minimal value along one axis direction is shown (A-C, G). Here,
in contrast to the scans in Fig.S10, no orientation-zone exists, i.e. ro = rr . A-C: minimal angle difference along the attraction-range is shown for burst-constellation data
of the large- (A), small-harvest (C) and for all lines (B). D-F: angular difference for different parameters of repulsion and attraction range for the large-(D), random-(E) and
small-harvested line(F). G: minimal difference for a specific attraction-range for all selection lines.
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II. B Parameter setting by fitting emergent variables

Fig. S12. Fitted model representation of the different selection lines. Note that here, in contrast to Fig. 4 in the main text, we enforced the probability to follow
environmental cues to be the same for all selection lines. In order to resemble the experimental observations the probability to follow environmental cues (A) and the
burst force (inset A) were set for each selection line. The vigilance γenv is the product of Penv and the burst rate γ (B). The average nearest neighbor distance (NND,
C) and the average individual speed (D) are emergent properties of the model and were used to quantify how well the parameters (Penv,γ) reproduce the experimental
observations. In all panels: the triangles represent to the model parameters or the simulation outcomes of the parameter set with the best match to the experiment. Each
dashed line (A, B) represents a parameter set of a different initialization, and therefore illustrates the robustness of the best matching parameter set (triangles). The horizontal
solid lines (C, D) mark the experimental values. Note that in contrast to Fig. 3 units are in cm because the modelled agents have no body length. The selection lines are
indicated by different colors (red=LH: large-harvested; black=RH: random-harvested; blue=SH: small-harvested).
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